WOOD YOU BELIEVE IT!

WINGS CLIPPED IN INJURY TIME
Welling United 1 Blues 2
Blues collected their first three point haul
of the season as an injury time penalty
from Bradley Woods-Garness sealed a 2-1
victory at Welling United, on Tuesday.
The spot kick came in the fourth minute of
stoppage time and was the only time
Blues led in the game as they fought back
from a goal down to wipe out the memory
of a similar loss against Hampton on
Saturday.
Jon Nouble was brought down by Nelson,
and Woods Garness coolly sent the home
keeper the wrong way from the spot for
the winner.

Blues started the second half well with
Eyong heading Green's free kick across
the face of goal and they continued to
press for a goal.
The equaliser came two minute after the
hour mark and it was worth waiting for as
a great run from Eyong saw him beat two
men and cut inside before curling inside
the post from 25 yards.

Boss Gordon Boateng made two changes
to the side cruelly denied by Hampton,
with Josh Ekim starting in place of Ryan
Auger, and Joe Benjamin coming into the
team, with Nouble taking his place on the
bench.
An even first half saw Dominic Green and
Tambeson Eyong both have good chances
for the visitors but they were dealt
another sucker punch just before halftime when veteran Jamie Slabber was left
unmarked to head home from a corner.

Boateng made three substitutions as his
side pushed for a winner, and a minute
into injury time Claudio Vicu saw a superb
25-yard effort tipped wide by Chris
Lewington in the home goal.
Blues: J Wright; P Rodgers; J Herd; T
Eyong; T Moore-Azille (A Furlonge 65; C
Vilcu; B Woods-Garness; J Ekim (R Auger
77); J Benjamin (J Nouble 68); C O’Neill; D
Green. Unused subs: T Lovelock, J Osei.
Att: 502.

